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Temporal patterns in time stamped temporal databases are sequences of support values and hence, they are represented as vectors. This makes it challenging to obtain similar association patterns in context of time stamped temporal databases whose support trends change similar to a reference support sequence trend. The main idea of this work is to study the possibility of applying normal distribution concept to find similarly varying temporal patterns. This paper introduces a new approach, called N-SPAMINE for mining similarity profiled temporal association patterns by applying normal distribution which is first of its kind of approach for finding similar association patterns and uses the novel dissimilarity measure for obtaining dissimilarity between chosen temporal pattern and the reference. The results show that the proposed approach is correct and complete.
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Introduction

A wide number of applications exist in our everyday life which continuously originate temporal data. A temporal dataset may be viewed as a collection of temporal data objects. A database system can be modelled to consist of data objects showing temporal behaviour for a wide range of applications. Such a database system may later be used as a temporal dataset. Consider a non-temporal database, in which the entity “employee” has attributes name, pan number, father name, voterID, adhar Number. These attribute values for a sales person do not change and remains same with respect to the changing time. This may not be true for all attributes of an “employee”. For example, consider the attributes such as address, mobile number, designation and salary. The attribute value of these attributes does not remain same and may vary over a period of time. Such attributes are called temporal attributes which show temporal behaviour. Some other examples include medical datasets, credit datasets, and co-authorship in DBLP [1]. The details of authorship, co-authorship details for an author keep varying and updating over a period of time and shows temporal behaviour. Some of the examples for temporal database include relationships with time-stamped tuple, databases with versioning. Common examples for temporal data include time series data such as EEG readings, stock market data, event sequences such as weblog data, medical data, sensor generated data and temporal databases. Temporal data mining techniques include temporal prediction, temporal clustering, temporal classification, temporal pattern discovery, search and retrieval. Of all these techniques, pattern discovery has been concentrated more by researchers from view point of temporal and spatio-temporal datasets.

Recently soft temporal pattern mining is studied which involves applying machine learning techniques to understand evolutionary behaviour of temporal data. Currently, researchers are addressing methods for discovering outliers from temporal data in soft temporal perspective which has wide scope for research in coming years. The works in this direction includes initiation from research these contributions [5, 15].
1.1 Motivation for current work
Finding temporal association patterns whose support sequence trends vary similar to a given reference trend is an important research problem in temporal databases and temporal, spatial data mining. Many real time and modern applications require finding those patterns which temporally vary in the same scale to a chosen reference trend. Discovering such temporal trends or patterns is very challenging and is not addressed in the data mining literature which is significant. The pioneer of this work is from the authors [16]. They apply the Euclidean distance measure and use the support sequence values of temporal patterns to find the similarity between chosen pattern and reference. This work of the authors motivated us and we started to work in this direction as there is further research scope in this direction. The approach for estimating temporal pattern support limits are addressed in few of our several works [17, 20, 27 -31]. Approaches in [27 -29, 31] adopted Euclidean distance but did not address new similarity measures for temporal databases. Also, these works did not consider the feasibility of normal distribution into consideration. In this work, we look for the possibility and feasibility of applying the normal distribution to efficiently obtain all valid temporal pattern trends that are essentially similar to the reference support trend.

Section-2 reviews literature. Section-3 discusses proposed method and measure. Section-4 demonstrates the example problem using case study, Section-5 concludes this paper.

2. Literature Review
Objects with similar temporal behaviour grouped under a common category through unsupervised approach may be called a community. In [1], given a snapshot of temporal dataset, the authors discuss the approach of discovering community outliers. Discovering such outliers is called “Evolutionary Community Outlier Detection “.

Many times it may be required to study the collocation behaviours of data objects whose information is stored as spatio-temporal data. The problem of finding the similar data objects which move together such that intra-distances between data objects do not exceed certain threshold is common in surveillance applications. Typical data mining queries includes, finding the suspiciously moving people based on the pattern movement of data objects, vehicle convoys and flocks of moving data objects. In [2], the problem of flock discovery is studied and a framework for discovering patterns in stream data is proposed.

In [3], Fabrizio Angiulli studied the problem of outlier prediction and detection. The approach proposed is an outlier detection approach which is distance based and uses unsupervised learning approach. The algorithm uses the concept called as “solving set”, which is used to decide whether a new incoming stream data object is an outlier or normal.

Finding abnormal patterns is considered more important than finding normal patterns many times in the applications related to security. This is mainly because abnormal patterns are anomalies (outliers) and must be identified without missing them. In temporal data mining, detection of outliers becomes more challenging and interesting. Most of existing works treat the outliers as the binary decision problem where we either decide the data object is outlier or not an outlier at all.

In [4], Markus address, the problem by considering and viewing in different perspective such as assigning “degree of outlierness “, for each data object within a community or group. They call it as “local outlier factor”, LOF. The value of LOF decides the degree that the considered data object is an outlier w.r.t other neighbouring objects. Several day to day applications generate a lot of temporal data which consists of data generated from bank transactions, traffic data, generated data
from news feeds, sensor data, and medical data. To understand such evolving data, we must study the temporal behaviour of these evolving data objects.

In [5], address a new approach for discovering evolutionary behaviour of objects. Such objects are called “community trend outliers”. Temporal data can be distributed data which includes temporal distributed data and spatial sensor data, time series data, stream data, network data, spatiotemporal data. A recent survey on “mining outliers in temporal data”, is carried out in [6]. In their work, the authors discuss specific challenges for detecting outliers from temporal data, classification of temporal outlier analysis, various prediction models to specify few of the contributions. A framework for “community outlier detection”, is also discussed and in this contribution [6].

Discovery of temporal association rules (TAR) from temporal datasets and then using these generated association rules for the figuring out rare items or outliers or unexpected trends is discussed in [7]. The outliers generally do not violate the semantics but are not frequent as compared to normal. Here, generated TARs are multidimensional, time series and quantitative in nature. The pruning of association rules is carried out by using unexpectedness measure. The outliers are detected from the stock market data considered for mining by finding stock splits. Stock splits indicate sudden change in the stock trend which constitutes outlier behaviour.

A three step approach for detecting spatio-temporal outliers from large databases is proposed in [8] which involve performing unsupervised learning and finding nearest temporal and spatial neighbours. The algorithm considers temporal, spatial and non-spatial data object values to detect outliers.

The concept of minimum spanning tree (MST) is TARs [9] from meteorological data which is one of the forms of spatio-temporal data. The importance and advantage of this approach is that we can predict the damages ahead which may be caused by climate conditions and atmosphere for people or things. The objective of using MST is to achieve optimization.

Outlier detection in most of the applications generally considers single time instance. On contrary, the outlier discovery in vehicular traffic data involves handling multiple time instances, i.e dynamic time. The work in [10] discusses considers the traffic data and propose the approach for temporal outlier discovery considering traffic data. Community outlier discovery has been one of the recent research interests concentrated. In [11], the authors consider the temporal dataset and discover community outliers using the concept of transition matrix and community belongingness matrix.

The application of association pattern mining (APM) is discussed in context of ontology in [12] which considers semantic property not considered when using conventional text mining techniques. Contrary to frequent items, there exist situations where the infrequent items can provide important insights into the datasets. This point forms the basis for the work in [13]. Here, the authors propose an approach for discovering both indirect and direct association patterns. Association rules are generated considering only single support values. In [14], association rules are generated by considering multiple minimum support values for discovering both direct and indirect association rules. The problem of rare item is also discussed as part of this work.

In [15], temporal and deep learning techniques are applied to mine the TARs (temporal association rules). In [16], authors consider the temporal data (time stamped temporal data), to retrieve all TAPs (temporal association patterns) that are similar to the reference and satisfy given value of threshold. A dissimilarity measure for predicting similar patterns is discussed in
considering temporal dataset for temporal data. In [18], an approach for identifying routine tasks based on their temporal regularities is proposed termed as the “temporal task footprinting”.

Given an “interval based event data” [19], the problem of identifying patterns from such event data is complex and challenging because of the complex relationships that exist in event based data. In this, authors propose a new approach and representation to handle such complex relationships. The approach is called the ‘incision strategy“, which uses the representation termed as the “coincidence representation “. An algorithm called “CTMiner” is proposed to discover frequent pattern from interval based event data which is scalable and efficient. Intrusion detection using temporal pattern is discussed in [20].

An Itemset is said to be frequent if the support of an Itemset is equal to or exceeds a specified threshold. Sometimes, infrequent Itemset may be frequent only for certain period of time. A hierarchical granular framework is considered and the TARs are generated organizing time into granules [21]. In [22], authors describe temporal sub events using five temporal relationships and extend FP-Tree algorithm for temporal domain, called TFP-growth tree.

The objective is to generate association rules from video databases which are event based by using cloud infrastructure. Each item in a temporal transaction database has its life time and transactions often contain quantitative values. In [23], the quantitative values are transformed into equivalent fuzzy values by using membership functions. A fuzzy approach is proposed to generate FTARs (fuzzy temporal association rules).

Most of the works in the literature address to find semantic relationship between entities without considering temporal nature. Implicit and Explicit temporal relationships between entities is studied and extended for web search engine in [24]. Some more recent related works includes [25-31].

3. Proposed Method

Our approach for retrieving similar association patterns from time stamped temporal database uses the concept of z-score in normal distribution and examines the possibility for applying z-score computation to mine all valid temporal association patterns applying novel temporal dissimilarity measure. Section-3 of this paper discusses the Z-score computation process for temporal support patterns. The resultant z-score computed is then transformed by computing probability value for these obtained z-scores from standard normalization tables. Section-3.2, discusses temporal dissimilarity measure which uses the z-score probabilities obtained in Section-3.1. A working example is outlined in Section-4 which explains the procedure in detail with the suitable example. The paper is concluded in Section-5.

3.1 Normalizing Support Sequences

This section explains the procedure to compute the z-score for support sequences obtained for all temporal association pattern combinations which are possible from the input temporal database. Given a temporal support sequence expressed as a vector of support values, the idea is to transform these support values into corresponding z-score values. The computation of z-score requires specifying the value for standard deviation. This value is obtained by using the novel expression designed for standard deviation as part of defining the proposed similarity measure.

3.1.1 Computing Z-score and Normalized Probability for Temporal Support Sequences

Let, TP = [TP₁, TP₂, TP₃, ..., TPₜ] denote support values of temporal pattern ‘TP’ for ‘N’ time slots and the reference temporal pattern is denoted as V= [V₁, V₂, V₃, ..., VN]. Here, the values V₁, V₂, V₃, ..., VN are the support values for N time slots.
The z-score for TP w.r.t V for each time slot is computed using equation 1

\[ Z_i = \frac{TP_i - V_i}{\sigma_g} \]  

In equation (1), the variable ‘i’ represents \( i^{th} \) time slot.

The temporal pattern, TP is now expressed as a sequence of z-score values represented by equation (2)

\[ Z^{TP} = [Z_1, Z_2, Z_3, \ldots \ldots Z_N] \]  

These Z-score sequences obtained are then transformed into probability sequence by computing probabilities of z-score values at each time slot denoted by equation (2).

From equation (2), we get the probability vectors denoted as

\[ P(Z^{TP}) = [P(Z_1), P(Z_2), \ldots P(Z_N)] \]  

Since, we have used the reference temporal sequence for obtaining the z-score, the resultant reference temporal pattern is now treated as a sequence of zero values (z-score values) expressed as equation (4)

\[ P(V^{TP}) = [0, 0, 0 \ldots, 0] \]  

The distance between probability vectors, TP and V is a sequence vector and is given by Equation (5) that is obtained by considering values of the probabilities at each time slot.

\[ D_\frac{(P(Z^{TP}),P(V^{TP}))}{2} = (P(Z_1)–0, P(Z_2)–0, \ldots P(Z_N)–0) \]  

Equation (5) hence reduces to Equation (6) expressed as

\[ D(P^{Z(TP)}, P^{V(TP)}) = P^{Z(TP)} \]  

Equation (6), expresses fact that the distance vector obtained is same as the probability vector of temporal pattern, \( P^{Z(TP)} \).

### 3.2 Proposed Measure

The design of proposed measure for finding similar temporal association patterns is discussed in this section. The measure uses support sequence values of temporal and reference pattern at each time slot and obtains the dissimilarity value.

We regard our contributions as follows:

1. Coming out with a novel approach i.e. Z-score approach for transforming temporal support values to standard scores.
2. Design of novel dissimilarity measure
3. Defining expression for standard deviation
4. Defining threshold expression

Given a temporal pattern, \( TP = [TP_1, TP_2, TP_3, \ldots \ldots, TP_N] \) and the reference temporal pattern, \( V = [V_1, V_2, V_3, \ldots \ldots, V_N] \). The dissimilarity between these two temporal patterns is computed using (7)

\[ D^{TP}_{V} = \frac{(1-\mu^{TP}_{V})}{2} \]  

The value of \( \mu^{TP}_{V} \) in the equation (7) is defined in the equation (8),

\[ \mu^{TP}_{V} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} -\frac{(P(Z_k))^{2}}{\sigma_g}}{|k|} \]  

Equation (7) is a function of normalized probability value. The probability value for every time slot is obtained by considering the z-score value at each time slot of temporal pattern and normalized distribution look up table.

The advantage of the temporal measure using the z-score probability values is that the resultant similarities are always evaluated to tight upper and lower bounds. An upper bound value is unity and lower bound equals zero. This is not true for Euclidean measure. Also the Euclidean measure fails when we compute the distance
in traditional way when using normalized probability values. This is overcome using the proposed measure.

3.2.1 Expressions for Threshold and Standard Deviation
Suppose, threshold in Euclidean space is denoted using the symbol ‘\( \delta \)' and standard deviation by ‘\( \sigma_g \)’.

Equation (9) represents expression to compute the deviation which is actually a function of threshold

\[
\sigma_g = \frac{\delta}{\sqrt{\ln e(\frac{1}{1-\delta})}} \tag{9}
\]

The expression for deviation is the novel expression designed for the purpose of estimating the z-score value for a temporal pattern at each time slot. It is this deviation value which helps us in finding the z-score values.

The conventional expression that exists in the literature does not suit the current purpose. This brings the requirement for design of new standard expression. Also, the standard deviation value used remains same for each time slot, irrespective of data distribution and time slots which is another added advantage.

The threshold in normalized space is given by equation (10)

\[
\delta^g = \frac{1 - \exp \left[ -1 * \left( \frac{\delta}{\sigma_g} \right)^2 \right]}{2} \tag{10}
\]

The threshold value computed using equation (10) is used as dissimilarity limit allowed for considering whether a temporal pattern is similar or not.

4. Case Study
We explain the working of proposed method to find all valid similar temporal patterns. As discussed in section-3, our approach to find similar patterns is based on Z-score and normalized probability computations for support sequence vectors of temporal patterns. The first step towards finding all valid temporal association patterns hence requires transforming temporal pattern support sequences into normalized probabilities. These values obtained are later used in the similarity measure to find if the corresponding temporal pattern in similar or an outlier.

Consider the transaction database in Fig.1. It contains 20 transactions split across two timeslots. Each timeslot has 10 transactions. Transactions TR1 to TR10 correspond to first timeslot and TR11 to TR20 correspond to second timeslot. There are at most 3 items in a transaction. i.e database is defined over A, B and C only. Such a database in Fig.1 is called time stamped temporal database.

![Fig. 1. Transaction Database](image)

The possible combinations of association patterns or item sets are hence seven. They are A, B, C, AB, AC, BC and ABC. The support value for these patterns is not a single value. It is a vector sequence defined over the timeslots. In this example, the number of timeslots is two. i.e the pattern is expressed as a vector of support values at two timeslots. Fig.2 shows true support values for all pattern combinations.

![Fig. 2. True Supports](image)
The traditional approach for finding, if these patterns are similar or dissimilar to a reference pattern is to apply Euclidean distance. This is because temporal patterns in our case are vectors and not single values and hence the Euclidean distance measure can be used to find distance between such vectors. However, the Euclidean distance is not directly applicable when considered normal distribution. Also, one more drawback of this measure is it does not contain strict higher bound and can even be not finite value. Fig.3 shows the distance to reference pattern for a given temporal pattern, obtained through applying the Euclidean distance metric.

![Fig. 3. Pattern Dissimilarity w.r.t Reference](image)

The distance values in Fig.3 are normalized distance values and lie between 0 and 1. These distance values are obtained by dividing the obtained Euclidean distance by \( \sqrt{N} \), where \( N \) is the number of time slots. This is done to make the euclidean distance have a strict upper bound limit=1. However, even such a normalized distance value computed is also not suitable and fails when we adopt the normal distribution based temporal support sequences. Our approach overcomes the above explained disadvantage and finds all valid patterns whose trend varies similar to the reference.

The computation of z-score values for pattern supports requires the value of standard deviation. Suppose, threshold specified is 0.15. This means that the dissimilarity value may not exceed 15% or it must be at least 85% similar. The deviation value for computing z-score is 0.3721. This value is obtained using the equation (9). Similarly, the threshold for normalized space is also to be computed. This value can be obtained using equation (10) after obtaining the standard deviation. For the example considered, normalized threshold is 0.08. We now show computation of z-scores for support sequences of temporal patterns in section 4.1.

### 4.1 Z-Score and Normalized Probability Computations

The Z-score value is obtained for support sequence of every temporal pattern. Z-score values are obtained using equation (1). The computation of Z-score and normalized probability from Z-score for all temporal patterns are shown below.

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [A]**

\[
Z_A = \begin{bmatrix} 0.6 - 0.4 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} 0.5 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0.54, -0.27]
\]

\[
P(Z_A) = [0.2054, 0.1064]
\]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [B]**

\[
Z_B = \begin{bmatrix} 0.6 - 0.4 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} 0.9 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0.54, 0.81]
\]

\[
P(Z_B) = [0.2054, 0.2910]
\]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [C]**

\[
Z_C = \begin{bmatrix} 0.9 - 0.4 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} 0.7 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [1.34, 0.27]
\]

\[
P(Z_C) = [0.4099, 0.1064]
\]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [AB]**

\[
Z_{AB} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.4 - 0.4 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} 0.4 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0, -0.54]
\]

\[
P(Z_{AB}) = [0, 0.2054]
\]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [AC]**

\[
Z_{AC} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.5 - 0.4 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} 0.4 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 \\ 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0.27, -0.54]
\]

\[
P(Z_{AC}) = [0.1064, 0.2054]
\]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [BC]**
Z_{BC} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.6 - 0.4 & 0.7 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 & 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0.54, 0.27]

P(Z_{AC}) = [0.2054, 0.1064]

**Z-Score for Temporal Pattern: [ABC]**

Z_{ABC} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.4 - 0.4 & 0.4 - 0.6 \\ 0.3121 & 0.3121 \end{bmatrix} = [0, -0.54]

P(Z_{ABC}) = [0, 0.2054]

These values obtained are then used to derive similar temporal associations not exceeding the upper dissimilarity limit.

### 4.2 Dissimilarity Computation

The dissimilarity between temporal pattern and reference can be computed using the equation (11). This equation is obtained by substituting (8) in (7).

\[
D_T^{TP} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} - P(Z_k) \frac{1}{o \sigma}}{2}
\]

(11)

The variable P(Z_k) in the equation (11) represents the normalized probability obtained from corresponding Z-score. The dissimilarity values computed applying the proposed measure are expressed in Table.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Dissimilarity</th>
<th>Similar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>0.1801</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>0.1953</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AB]</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AC]</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BC]</td>
<td>0.0853</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ABC]</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Table.1 and Fig.3 shows that the proposed approach yields the same set of similar association patterns as that computed using Euclidean measure and also overcomes the dis-advantage that the Euclidean distance do not hold good for z-score approach. The only similar patterns for this example are patterns [AB] and [ABC]. All other remaining temporal patterns are outliers and are dissimilar.

### 4.2 Completeness and Correctness

Our approach is complete and correct as it does not lose any valid patterns that are similar. This is seen from the values computed in Fig.3 and Table.1 using Euclidean and proposed measure, applying normal distribution concept to support sequences of temporal patterns. Also, the application of normal distribution makes the statistical validation. The similarity measure has tight higher limit (=1) and lower limit (=0). This makes the proposed measure feasible for comparing the similarity degree to the threshold specified.

### 4.3 Monotonicity

Our measure also satisfies monotonicity w.r.t D^{UL} distance. This property makes the measure feasible for pruning the invalid temporal patterns much before than the actual point of computation in the process of discovering valid similar patterns. The discussion on monotonicity is restricted in this paper and we concentrated more on the discussion of the current approach in detail. In the future, this research may be extended to address the monotonicity property of the current measure and using this property to reduce the computation cost for improving computational efficiency. In this paper, our main objective has been towards introducing the novel approach for retrieving similar temporal patterns. We call our method as N-Spanine.

### 5. Conclusions

Research towards mining association patterns from time stamped temporal databases is much understudied in the literature and has a huge scope for researchers working in temporal databases, data mining, spatial databases. Also, the generated data in an IoT environment is implicitly temporal which the future is. The research in this paper suggests two new
research directions for discovering valid similarity profiled temporal association patterns which include, looking into the possibility of applying normal distribution concept to mine all valid and similar temporal association patterns and the design of a new similarity measure to time stamped temporal databases. The results show that the proposed method retrieves all valid similar temporal patterns.
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